The reaction between D + and H 2 plays an important role in astrochemistry at low temperatures and also serves as a prototype for simple ion-molecule reaction. Its groundX 1 A ′ state has a very small thermodynamic barrier (up to 1.8×10 −2 eV) and the reaction proceeds through the formation of an intermediate complex lying within the potential well of depth of at least 0.2 eV thus representing a challenge for dynamical studies. In the present work, we analyze the title reaction within the temperature range of 20 − 100 K by means of ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) and quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) methods over the full-dimensional global potential energy surface developed by Aguado et al. [A. Aguado, O. Roncero, C. Tablero, C. Sanz, and M. Paniagua, J. Chem. Phys., 2000, 112, 1240] . The computed thermal RPMD and QCT rate coefficients are found to be almost independent of temperature and fall within the range of 1.34 − 2.01×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . They are also in a very good agreement with the previous time-independent quantum mechanical and statistical quantum method calculations. Furthermore, we observe that the choice of asymptotic separation distance between the reactants can markedly alter the rate coefficient in the low temperature regime (20 − 50 K). Therefore it is of utmost importance to correctly assign the value of this parameter for dynamical studies, particularly at very low temperatures of astrochemical importance. We finally conclude that experimental rate measurements for the title reaction are highly desirable in future.
Introduction
Primordial gases such as the deuterated hydrogen molecule, HD, plays an important role in the field of astrochemistry particularly during the early universe epoch. For example, the cooling of HD molecule is linked to the gravitational collapse and the fragmentation of clouds. [1] [2] [3] [4] The role of HD in radiative cooling of postshock gas has been mentioned in the work by Flower and his co-worker. 2 Shocks must occur during the collapse of gas in the early universe and is responsible for biased galaxy and star formation. 3 The cooling of HD can be more pronounced than abundant H 2 molecule specifically at low temperatures, since it possesses a small dipole moment (≈ 8.3×10 −4 D 5 ) and therefore the low energy transition ∆J = ±1 is allowed, leading to a greater transition rate. 2, 3 Quantum calculation of Flower et al. 6 showed that the cooling function (rate of cooling) of HD is much larger than that for H 2 . HD can allow gases to cool within ∼300 K to 100 K and is important in star formation in low mass halos (few times of 10 5 M ⊙ ). 4 Despite the fact that the cosmic abundance of D is very low (D/H ≈ 10 −5 ), the fractional abundance of HD can be enhanced to about 2 orders of magnitude compared to H 2 by chemical fractionation. [7] [8] [9] [10] Uehara and his co-worker 11 found that almost all deuterium can be converted to HD molecule and subsequent cooling may lead to the formation of primordial low mass stars and brown dwarfs.
In the diffuse interstellar medium, HD can be obtained by deuteron exchange with H 2 : 9,12-15
At energies below 1.8 eV, the proton-deuteron exchange is the only open reactive channel. 16 In addition, there are several other ways to generate HD in the atmosphere, such as the radiative association reaction (H + D → HD + ν), 3,17 dissociative recombination of H 2 D + (H 2 D + + e − → HD + H) 18 and at redshift z 10 via charge exchange (HD + + H → HD + H + ). 19 Cosmological model of Dalgarno et al. 12 have shown that the reaction between H 2 and D + is the primary source of HD and the others may only give rise to minor contribution. The reaction (1) is exoergic by 39.8 meV and has no potential barrier, 20 while HD destruction by the reverse reaction (HD + H + → D + + H 2 ) is endothermic by 82.9 meV 9 and therefore HD/H 2 ratio can build up-to two-fold at low temperature regime (< 200 K). The most efficient condition for the formation of HD is in the gas phase with the temperature below 150 K. Above this temperature, the production of HD can be enhanced on grain surfaces, particularly in metal-poor environments (with metallicities as low as 10 −5 Z ⊙ ). 21 The title reaction also serves as a prototype for simplest ionmolecule reaction 22 and therefore attracted considerable interest to study its dynamical properties, both experimentally 16, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] and theoretically. 22, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] As a consequence, the dynamics of the low energy H−D exchange processes is well understood. In the following, we summarise the previous reports on the dynamical studies of the D + + H 2 reaction.
One of the earliest experimental investigations on the rate coefficient of the title reaction was due to Henchman and his coworkers by temperature variable selected ion flow tube (SIFT) 20 and drift tube 24 methods. For the SIFT study, the measured rate coefficients at selected temperatures at 205 K (2.2±0.1×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) and 295 K (1.7±0.1×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) are close to the Langevin value (2.1×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) and is corroborated by the SIFT investigation of Smith et al. 25 The authors also pointed out the role of statistical factors in kinetics in the sense that all collision of reaction (1) can lead to observable product. The drift tube analysis at 295 K yields the rate coefficient, 1.1×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 , that differs considerably than the one obtained by SIFT. Prior to the work of Henchman and his co-workers, Fehsenfeld et al. also determined the rate coefficient within 80 − 278 K by flowing afterglow (FA) apparatus. 23 In 1982 26 (resp. 2002 30 ), Garlich used the most dynamically biased (MDB) statistical theory (ST) based on some analytical function to calculate the rate coefficients within the temperature range of 30 − 600 K (resp. 30 − 130 K). At 295 K, the calculated rate coefficient, 1.69×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 , is in good agreement with the experimental SIFT results of Henchman et al. 20 However, the authors suggested that this agreement possibly arises from an experimental error. Later on, Garlich used merged beams technique and found that the rate coefficient (∼1.6×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) is independent of temperature (180 − 350 K) with a typical Langevin cross-section. 16 Theoretically, in 2005, González-Lezana et al. 31 studied the reactive non-charge transfer ion-molecule collisions D + + H 2 reaction using statistical quantum method (SQM) and different wave packet approaches. They found that the SQM method can reproduce the exact reaction probabilities for zero total angular momentum (J), but tend to differ for J > 0. They also proposed different centrifugal sudden approximations for J > 0 to overcome the shortcomings of the usual centrifugal sudden approach and calculated the integral and differential cross-sections. Later on, Jambrina et al. 33, 35, 38, 39 reported on the theoretical dynamics of the title reaction. First, 33 they determined the reaction probabilities for collisional energy range from 4 meV to 0.2 eV by timeindependent quantum mechanical (TIQM) calculation using the close-coupled hyperspherical method of Skouteris et al. 41 on the groundX 1 A ′ potential energy surface (PES) of Aguado et al. 42 (developed using full configuration interaction method with extended basis set) for J = 0 − 40. They show that the TIQM results agree relatively well with the approximate statistical quasiclassical trajectory (SQCT) model. In their follow-up paper, 35 they compared the thermal rate coefficients (within 100 − 500 K) calculated by TIQM, SQCT and QCT methods with the experimental measurements using either FA 23 or SIFT 20 techniques. Their calculation indicates that the rate coefficients do not depend significantly on the temperature. The SQCT rate coefficients agree very well with the experiment at 295 K, while TIQM result is about ∼15% lower than the measured value. In addition, they have also calculated the state specific rate coefficients as a function of the translational energy (E T ) up-to 1.2 eV and found that for j = 0 − 3, the rate coefficients of the three theoretical methods grow weakly with the increasing E T . More recently, the rate coefficients were calculated within a very extensive temperature range, from deep ultracold (10 −8 K) regime to the Langevin (150 K) one, by either hyperspherical reactive scattering method 43 or modified version it. 38, 39 These calculations were based on the PES of Velilla et al. (VLABP PES) 44 which can accurately reproduce the long-range interactions and is a modification of the PES of Aguado et al. (ARTSP PES). 42 In these calculations, the reaction rate coefficients changed only within one order of magnitude while the collision energy changed within ten orders of magnitude. The rate coefficients are in very good agreement with the experiment. 16 Recently, one of us (Y. Scribano) carried out time-independent state-to-state quantum mechanical study to calculate the rate coefficients at low temperature regime (up-to 100 K) using TIQM and SQM methods. 22, 36, 37 These calculations are based on VLABP PES. The thermal rate coefficients are found to be almost independent of temperature and they are in a very good agreement with the experiment. 36 The state-to-state TIQM rate coefficient is very sensitive to translational energy E T due to large number of resonances. The correspondence between the TIQM and SQM state specific rate coefficients for D + + H 2 (ν = 0, j = 0, 1) reaction found to be acceptable 36 but the subsequent study reveals that the SQM rate coefficients slightly overestimates the TIQM. 37 The TIQM rate coefficients 36 for reaction initiated at j = 0 and j = 1 is smaller and larger respectively than those obtained by the statistical model of McCarroll. 34 McCarroll calculated the rate coefficient for the formation of HD within the temperature range 10 − 400 K by statistical mixing model including nuclear symmetry constraint and assuming that the reaction proceeds via the formation of a long-lived complex that can decay into an energetically accessible reactive product with a high probability. McCarroll's calculations are in excellent agreement with the experiment 20 and can reproduce both the magnitude and the temperature dependence of the reaction rate at temperature 205 K and 295 K.
To the best of our knowledge, the experimental rate coefficient of cosmologically important title reaction is still unknown at low temperature (<100 K). The uncertainty about the rate coefficients at low temperature may affect the predictions for HD abundance in the interstellar medium and consequently its cooling rate. One of the method that is able to calculate the rate coefficient of such bimolecular reactions and moreover exhibited excellent agreement with the experiment in previous studies of similar insertion reactions [45] [46] [47] [48] is the ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) approximation. 49, 50 The RPMD method has become very popular in recent years due to its accuracy and robustness. [45] [46] [47] [48] In this present study, we determine the thermal rate coefficients of the D + + H 2 reaction by employing the RPMD rate theory at very low temperatures (20 − 100 K) and compare with the previous experimental and theoretical results.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide the details of the QCT method and RPMD approach and its application to chemical reactions in the gas phase along with the PES used in the present study. In Section 3 we discuss the results of RPMD and QCT rate coefficients and compare these with the earlier studies. 30, 37 Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. system, developed by Aguado and co-workers (ARTSP PES). 42 The analytical PES is constructed from 8469 ab initio points calculated at the full configuration interaction (FCI) level of theory using 11s6p2d (uncontracted)/8s6p2d (contracted) basis functions. The DIM approach, corrected by many symmetrized three-body terms with 96 linear parameters and 3 nonlinear parameters, has been used to fit the global PES. The root-mean-square (RMS) error of the ARTSP PES found to be lower than 20 cm −1 . When some points of the ARTSP PES compared with the exact BornOppenheimer, 73 they tend to mutually agree with each other. For example, the ARTSP PES energy for H 2 + H + dissociation is just 15 cm −1 smaller than the exact energy. ARTSP PES has an equilateral triangle geometry at its minimum point, surrounded by a (≈ 4 eV) deep well. Infrared spectra for transition restricted to this bound state has an accuracy that falls within few wave numbers. 31 The entrance channel is devoid of a potential barrier, so the real-time dynamics is expected to be dominated by long-lived resonances. The reader is referred to ref. 42 for further details on the ARTSP PES.
The QCT calculations are done following the same procedure described in ref. 74 . Since this process is exothermic, low collisional energies are required to converge the reaction cross-section and chemical rate coefficient. The threshold collisional energy is at 9.95 × 10 −6 Hartree, corresponding to 2.45 × 10 −4 eV (or 3.14 K). We select a grid of 37 energy points distributed in a judicious way to correctly cover the low collisional energy range. We selected energy points every 2.38 × 10 −4 Hartree (6.48 × 10 −3 eV) until 5.01 × 10 −3 Hartree (1.36 × 10 −2 eV). As the cross section is more monotonic above, we take 15 energy points every 5.18 × 10 −3 Hartree (1.41 × 10 −1 eV) up to 2.96 × 10 −2 Hartree (8.05 × 10 −1 eV). All rovibrational energies of the diatomic H 2 are computed using the Fourier-Grid-Hamiltonian (FGH) method of Balint-Kurti and co-workers. 75 The coupled Hamilton equations of motions in Jacobi coordinates are propagated using a Runge-Kutta 5 with adaptative time-step size propagator and finite difference formula of order three to compute numerically space derivatives. The initial and final atom-distance was set to 25 a 0 and we constrain the relative error on the conservation of the total energy and total angular momentum below 10 −6 . We run batches of 40 000 trajectories for each energy point in order to reach an accuracy of less than 1 for the lower energy points and 1% for the upper energy limit. Once trajectories are ended, the assignment of product quantum numbers (v ′ , j ′ ) was done with the same procedure as described in ref. 74 which uses a histogram binning method. 76 The trajectory count in the histogram bin labeled (v ′ , j ′ ), denoted N r (v ′ , j ′ ; E c ), allows us to determine the state-to-state crosssection for the reaction:
where N tot (v, j; E c ) is the total number of trajectories started in the ro-vibrational state (v, j) and propagated with the collision energy E c . The specific state rate coefficient was then obtained by summing state-to-state cross-sections overall final product (v ′ , j ′ ) states:
and the associated rate coefficient is computed as:
where k B is Boltzmann's constant, µ is the reduced mass for the D + -H 2 motion, and where the integration was carried out numerically. We recall that in our case since we are looking for low temperature the calculation is only done for the state (v = 0, j = 0). The highest internal energy levels (v ′ , j ′ ) of HD product considered in our collisional energy range are: (0,20), (1, 18) , (2, 15) , (3, 12) , (4, 8) since all others channels are closed.
Ring polymer molecular dynamics method
RPMD method is based on the imaginary-time path integral formalism and takes advantage of the isomorphism between the quantum statistical mechanics of the system and the classical statistical mechanics of a fictitious ring polymer. 49 The ring polymer is composed of several copies of the original system (beads) connected by harmonic springs. 77 The method is essentially a classical molecular dynamical method in an extended ring polymer phase space. Although RPMD theory was derived in an ad hoc manner, 49 recently its connection to the exact quantum Kubo-transformed 78 time-correlation function has been established via a Boltzmann-conserving "Matsubara dynamics" (with explicit terms that are discarded). 79, 80 Matsubara dynamics considers the evolution of the low frequency, smooth "Matsubara" modes of the path integral, 81 but is computationally too expensive to be applied on complex systems. One can also easily recognize the connection between RMPD and the classical and quantum transition state theories (TST's) and the instanton theory under certain circumstances. 50, 82 RPMD theory provides reliable estimates for the correlation functions responsible for thermal rate coefficients as demonstrated when compared with the experiment and quantum mechanical (QM) calculations, 48 illustrated by its high level of accuracy. One of the most important features of RPMD reaction rate is in the fact that it is independent of the choice of the transition state diving surface, 83 which is beneficial for complex multidimensional reactions, where it is often difficult to locate the exact transition state. This aspect makes RPMD method considerably different from various TST methods wherein it leads to the unwanted parameter tuning due to its semiclassical nature. 50 The RPMD theory, in practice, can calculate the thermal rate coefficients of reactions involving hundreds of atoms. 84 The RPMD reaction rate theory 83, 85 can yield exact QM result under certain conditions such as when the bath temperature is high (the ring polymer turn into a single bead), for short-time evaluation (upper bound to RPMD rate), for potential energy imitating a harmonic potential. 50 Owing to its simplicity and efficiency, RPMD theory has been applied to many bimolecular reactions such as: H 2 + H and their isotopologues 51 68 among others. A very recent paper show its applicability in determining the rate coefficients of key reactions in the interstellar medium. 72 As proved through extensive comparison with QM calculations, the RPMD rate coefficients are also reliable at intermediate temperatures. 48 Since the quantum Boltzmann operator is treated accurately in the RPMD theory, it is able to map the zero-point energy (ZPE) effects 53 precisely along the entire reaction pathway. 45, 46, 71 It is also more accurate than other TST approximate methods in the deep quantum tunneling regime. 58 Determination of the rate coefficients for the barrierless complex-forming reactions must require recognizing two stumbling blocks. First, the presence of small free energy barrier that is generally difficult to locate. These energy barriers often lie in the asymptotic region. Second, if the intermediate is sufficiently long-lived, then an active recrossing effect is anticipated. RPMD can circumvent this issue because in essence, the recrossing factor is formally included in the method and the reaction rate is independent of the choice of the diving surface. As a result, RPMD method shows impressive accuracy for triatomic insertion reactions such the reaction between H 2 and N, 46 O, 46,67 S, 45 and C. 45, 47 For the latter, excellent agreement with experiment has been achieved at very low temperatures. 47 RPMD rate coefficients are in very good agreement with the ones obtained with the accurate quantum dynamical (QD) calculations 48 as well as with the experiment. RPMD method also proved to be very successful for a proper description of the ion-molecule reactions, as evident when the theory was applied to the C + CH + reaction for the first time. 66 The authors, however, did find a large discrepancy between the RPMD and QCT results, particularly at the low temperature (20 − 100 K). This difference has been attributed to the fact the QCT method does not take account of the changes in ZPE along the reaction coordinate and the error amplifies for barrierless channels at low temperature having deep potential well, as true in the case for C + CH + reaction. The title reaction being a prototype for the simplest ion-molecule proton transfer reaction with a barrierless ground state (X 1 A ′ ) entrance channels 42 presents another opportunity to test the accuracy of the RPMD method at such low temperature regime of interest and made a comparison with QCT simulations on the same PES. We particularly focus on the evolution of the rate coefficient with the temperature by comparison of our actual simulations with the results obtained recently using more sophisticated quantum method such as TIQM and SQM (on a more recent but most time consuming PES).
Below we summarize the RPMDrate code and its underlying theory. For a more detailed description of the RPMD rate theory and the explanation on the input parameters, the authors encourage the reader to ref. 52 and 86 and a recent review article by one of us. 48 For a typical gas phase bimolecular reaction,
between reactants A and B with masses m A and m B respectively, the ring polymer Hamiltonian can be written in atomic Cartesian coordinates (in atomic unit) as:
In this ring polymer system of N atoms, the i th quantum particle of mass m i is represented by a necklace with n classical beads connected by a harmonic potential with force constant ω n (= β nh ).
β n ≡ β /n is the reciprocal temperature of the system β = 1/k B T . The RPMD rate coefficient at temperature T , k RPMD (T ), can be written in terms of the Bennett-Chandler factorization 87, 88 scheme as: 86
In the present study, the thermal rate coefficients for the title reaction have been calculated at four different temperatures: 20, 50, 75 and 100 K. We have used a larger number of beads for temperatures below 50 K (160 compared to 128 for T > 50 K) for convergence and scaled it inversely to the temperature when increasing it. The first term of eqn. (6) contributes towards the static part of k RPMD and is referred to as the centroid-density quantum transition-state theory [89] [90] [91] (QTST) rate coefficient. 83 k QTST (T ; ξ ‡ ) is evaluated at the transition state ξ ‡ along the reaction coordinate ξ (q) (or for barrierless reactions it is advantageous to evaluate at the free energy maximum). ξ (q) can be considered as an interpolating function that relates two dividing surfaces, s 0 (in the asymptotic reactant valley) and s 1 (in the intermediate state region) by:
such that ξ → 0 as s 0 → 0 (reactant) and ξ → 1 as s 1 → 0 (intermediate). It is clear from eqn. (7) that k QTST (T ; ξ ‡ ) depends on the position of the dividing surface and is determined by the static equilibrium properties. It can also be calculated from the centroid potential of mean force (PMF) 51, 52, 86 along the reaction coordinate, W (ξ ) by the following equation:
Here, R ∞ is the asymptotic distance between the reactants A and B and is chosen large enough to neglect the interaction between the reactants. At low temperatures, the results can be very sensitive to this parameter and therefore we have analyzed several values of R ∞ . µ R is the reduced mass of the reactants,
The free energy difference W (ξ ‡ ) −W (0) in eqn. (8) when an approximate position of the maxima was located. For each window centered at ξ i , 100 RPMD trajectory calculations have been performed for 40 ps with time-step of 0.1 fs under constraint by adding a harmonic potential of form K(ξ − ξ i ) 2 to the Hamiltonian of the system in the presence of an Andersen thermostat. 94 Here, K is the force constant, chosen (2.72 (T /K) eV) such that it is large enough to merely explore the surroundings of ξ i and simultaneously small enough to allow overlapping between neighboring ξ distributions. The first 12 ps are used for thermalization for trajectory calculation. The second term of eqn. (6), κ(t → ∞; ξ ‡ ), is the long-time limit of a time-dependent ring polymer transmission coefficient (the ring polymer recrossing factor). It is essentially a dynamical correction to the centroid density QTST rate coefficient k QTST (T ; ξ ‡ ) and accounts for the recrossings at the top of the free-energy barrier (ξ ‡ ) until a "plateau" time 88 is reached. This factor ensures that the RPMD rate coefficient is independent of the choice of dividing surfaces, s 0 (q) and s 1 (q) and consequently ξ (q), by counterbalancing k QTST (T ; ξ ‡ ). It is expressed as the ratio between two-flux side correlation functions:
κ(t → ∞; ξ ‡ ) is calculated by running trajectories initiated at the maximum of the PMF that corresponds to the reaction coordinate ξ ‡ . For the title reaction, the PMF maximum shifts gradually toward smaller ξ as the temperature of the system is lowered. As mentioned previously, we optimize ξ ‡ for each temperature and terminate umbrella integration before entering the deep well in the PMF profile so as to minimize the recrossings (faster convergence) and time required to reach plateau value of κ. For a considerable sampling of initial conditions, a long "parent" trajectory of length 4 ns (20, 50 and 75 K) or 2 ns (100 K) has been carried out after a thermalization period of 20 ps in the presence of an Andersen thermostat, 94 with its centroid pinned at ξ ‡ . Configurations of the parent trajectory are sampled successively for each 2 ps period that would serve as initial positions for the "child" trajectories that are used to compute the recrossing factor. For each initial position, there are either 50 (20, 50 and 75 K) or 100 (100 K) separate child trajectories that are spawned with different initial momenta sampled from a Boltzmann distribution. These trajectories are then propagated for 3 ps without the thermostat or the dividing surface constraint to ensure that the transmission coefficients reach plateau values.
The RPMD calculations have been performed using the RPMDrate code. 86 The input parameters for the code are summarized in Table 1 . They are similar to the ones used in the previous RPMDrate study of similar ion-molecule reaction (C + CH + ) 66 as well as several previous studies of insertion chemical reactions. [45] [46] [47] The present RPMD calculations are also based on the adiabatic full-dimensional global PES for the groundX 1 A ′ state of the H + 3 system, developed by Aguado and co-workers (ARTSP PES).
Results and discussion
At first, we will summarize the results obtained with R ∞ = 12 Å, which is a common parameter in the RPMD simulations at all temperatures. The variation of RPMD potential mean force W (ξ ) along the reaction coordinate ξ at T = 20, 50, 75 and 100 K is plotted in Fig. 1(A) . The PMF profiles for all temperature range have similar characteristics and are essentially barrierless. However, a closer inspection on each of these PMF profiles shows the existence of a very low thermodynamic barrier (see inset plots of Fig. 1(A) ) that gradually shifts towards smaller ξ as the temperature of the system is lowered. At T = 20 K, the maximum in the PMF profile is situated around ξ = 0.18, thus emphasizing the importance of long-range interaction as the temperature decreases. The maximum barrier height (5.09×10 −3 eV) is obtained for T = 100 K at ξ = 0.47. It is interesting to note that the barrier height becomes smaller with low T , with one exception being at T = 20 K. At 20 K, the barrier height (2.55×10 −3 eV) is marginally greater than at 50 K (1.84×10 −3 eV). The difference can be due to the convergence of the umbrella integration procedure. In these PMF profiles, a deep well (fast decrease in the PMF), with a well-depth of at least 0.2 eV, is also present, an indication that the title reaction proceeds through a complex formation. 45 The reaction coordinate where the formation of the deep well takes place moves towards the higher value of ξ with the rising temperature, thus approaching the classical limit of the underlying PES. At 20 K, the well is initiated around ξ ≈ 0.19, which is very close to the potential barrier (ξ ≈ 0.18). However, for the remaining temperatures, the well starts to form around ξ ≈ 0.67 − 0.74, which is at least 0.27 reaction coordinate further away from the barrier. The steepness of these wells also increases with temperature. For instance, the free energy gradient around the well at 20 K is found to be ≈ −2.41 eV, while that for 100 K is ≈ −9.94 eV. These PMFs do however follow a similar barrierless characteristic for other insertion type bimolecular reactions of H 2 molecule, such as with C( 1 D) and S( 1 D). 45 As pointed out previously, the RPMD trajectories were not propagated further from the deep potential well. The time-dependent transmission coefficients, κ(t), for all the temperatures considered in our study are depicted in Fig. 1(B) . The corresponding plateau value of transmission coefficient, κ(t → ∞), is provided in Table 2 . It clear that recrossings do take place at all temperatures and therefore it plays an important role by significantly altering the final value of the RPMD rate coefficient, as compared to the QTST rate. After a long propagation (2 − 3 ps) and initial oscillations (up to 40 fs), κ(t) reaches a constant value. The oscillations are due to the choice of the dividing surface and may correspond to the H 2 stretching vibration 51 on the ARTSP PES. Very long propagation time is required to converge the transmission coefficients as expected, since the title reaction proceeds through a complex-forming reaction mechanism. 46 κ(t) at 100 K reaches the plateau in the least amount of time than for any other temperatures. This is apparently due to its greater activity in entering and re-entering the complex forming zone, aided by higher temperature. 45 For all cases, κ(t → ∞) lie within the range of 0.74 − 0.55, which is substantially below 1, and consequently justifies the need of including this real-time recrossing correction factor in the final rate coefficient. From the values of κ(t → ∞), it is very evident that the recrossing tends to increase with increasing temperature. For e. g., κ is 0.55 at 100 K, while at 20 K, it increases to 0.74. The behavior of the recrossing factor with temperature T is similar to the ones observed previously for the reactions involving H 2 molecule with C 47 and O. 67 We know that the temperature dependence of κ(t) is related to the observed PMF profile. For instance, in the O + H 2 reaction, we observe a tiny barrier in the PMF profile calculated over the 1 1 A ′ surface. 67 As a result, the temperature dependence of the recrossing factor was the same, it increases from 0.30 at 300 K to 0.54 at 50 K. In contrast, the PMF profile of the first excited state (1 1 A ′′ state) has more sizable free energy barrier (up to ∼0.16 eV) along the reaction coordinate. The recrossing factor of this state now has opposite temperature dependence, it decreases from 0.33 at 300 K to 0.01 at 50 K. Similar explanation can be given to the seemingly opposite behavior of κ with T for the 1 A ′ and 1 A ′′ states of the C + H 2 insertion reaction. 47 Table 2 Summary of the rate calculations for the D + + H 2 reaction at temperatures (T ) 20, 50, 75, and 100 K: k QTST − centroid-density quantum transition state theory rate coefficient; κ plateau − ring polymer transmission coefficient; k RPMD − ring polymer molecular dynamics rate coefficient; k QCT − quasi-classical trajectory method rate coefficient; k TIQM − timeindependent quantum method rate coefficient; k SQM − statistical quantum mechanical rate coefficient; k ST − statistical theory rate coefficient. The values of the rate coefficients are reported in 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . The asymptotic distance between the reactants, R ∞ , in all RPMD calculations, is set at 12 Å Table 2 compares the QTST, RPMD and QCT rate coefficients for T = 20 − 100 K with the previous theoretical calculations. 22, 30, 36 It is quite evident that both k RPMD and k QCT marginally increases as T increases. However, the change in the value of k QTST is much more rapid, particularly when the temperature increases from 20 K to 50 K. The calculated difference in the value of the RPMD rate coefficients within the entire temperature regime is up to 0.67×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 , while that for the QTST rate coefficient is 1.82×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . On the other hand, this difference is much smaller in k QCT values (0.22×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ). Therefore, k RPMD has although weak but correct temperature dependence, as noted by previous studies with TIQM and SQM methods. 22, 36, 37 This is also consistent with other barrierless reactions, such as the reaction between H 2 and C/O/S. 45, 67 Though the rate coefficients for these reactions are less sensitive to temperature (within ≈ 10 −11 − 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 ) than the present reaction. At 50 K and above, the rate coefficient does not change significantly. At 20 K, k RPMD is comparatively much smaller than other temperatures. This is a direct consequence of smaller value of the QTST rate coefficient rather than due to large recrossings, as discussed previously.
From Table 2 , it evident that the k RPMD is always greater than those obtained by QCT (k QCT ), ST (k ST ), TIQM (k TIQM ) and SQM (k SQM ) methods at all temperatures except at 20 K. They all do however follow the same temperature trend, i. e., they marginally increase with temperature. However, both k SQM and k ST have the least dependence on T , as it changes only an amount of ∼0.07 − 0.09×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 within the entire temperature regime. Although the maximum change in the k TIQM value (0.18×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) within the temperature range of this present study is marginally greater than for both k SQM and k ST , it is much smaller than for k RPMD . It is interesting to note that the rate coefficients in each dynamical method start to form a plateau around 50 K. The RPMD results fall within 4 − 25% deviation with those obtained with QD for a particular temperature. RPMD deviation from the SQM calculations (4 − 25%) is a little greater than from the TIQM ones (9 − 23%). The maximum difference (0.45×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) between the RPMD and QD rate coefficient is obtained at T = 20 K. A part of this discrepancy between RPMD and TIQM/SQM results may arise from the difference between the potential energy surfaces used in these studies (ARTSP 42 and VLABP 44 PES) correspondingly. The long-range interaction potential has been more accurately defined in the VLABP PES. Moreover, it has been reported that RPMD may slightly overestimate the rates of barrierless reactions. 45, 46 It has been previously reported that the rate of D + + H 2 reaction depends to a larger extent on the asymptotic distance on the entrance channel of the reactants. 22, 37 As noted earlier, the modified version of ARTSP PES (VLABP PES) can correctly describe the long-range electrostatic potential by including an analytical representation of this interaction. It has been found that if the reactants are not largely separated at the asymptote, the corresponding dynamical calculation may incur errors in the final value of the rate coefficients despite using more accurate VLABP PES. 22 This is particularly true at low temperatures since the long-range interaction potential becomes more important for the QD calculations at low collision energies. For example: when the asymptotic Jacobi distance in SQM and TIQM calculations is increased from 15 a 0 to 70 a 0 and 30 a 0 to 40 a 0 respectively, the thermal rate coefficient increases substantially within the temperature range of 10 − 100 K. 22, 36 This increase is more pronounced at lower temperature range, for e. g., 27% − 145% increase for T ≤ 50 K compared to 15% − 21% increase for T >75 K. As a consequence, the rate coefficient emerges to be less dependent on the temperature than previously calculated and remain almost constant throughout the studied temperature range. 37 To examine the presence of a similar dependence of k RPMD on the asymptotic distance of the reactants, we have performed two additional RPMD simulations with a longer R ∞ (20 Å and 30 Å) at both 20 K and 50 K. We have kept the same parameters as described in Table 1 , except the force constant K has been increased from 2.7 (T/K) eV to 6.8 − 20.4 (T/K) eV to sample a considerable number of distributions at long separations. Moreover, in each of these calculations, the child trajectories have been propagated for a longer period (t child = 8 ps). The new PMF profiles have similar characteristics to those obtained earlier as in Fig. 1(A) . However, for R ∞ = 30 Å, the thermodynamic barrier height can slightly increase up to a maximum of 1.8×10 −2 eV. The comparison between the plateau value of the transmission coefficients, κ plateau , with varying R ∞ at T = 20 and 50 K are tabulated in Table 3 . It is clear that the recrossings tend to increase with the increasing R ∞ , indicating that the complex decays back to the reactant channel more comfortably. The corresponding rate coefficients are compared in Table 3 along with the k QTST values. It is evident that k QTST increases with increasing R ∞ . The increase in k QTST is more obvious in all cases except at R ∞ = 30 Å and T = 20 K. The most striking feature in the new values of k RPMD is that it increases substantially at T = 20 K. The percent increase in k RPMD value compared to that obtained at R ∞ = 12 Å is around 34 − 40%. At T = 50 K, the changes in the rate coefficient are comparatively smaller. However, they do show opposite behavior to those obtained at T = 20 K, i. e., decrease with increasing R ∞ . This may be related to the fact that κ plateau decreases more rapidly than k QTST increases at 50 K compared to those at 20 K. The maximum difference between RPMD and SQM methods that was obtained at 20 K has been now virtually nullified. The primary observation of this inspection is that the rate coefficient is now less dependent on temperature (see Fig. 2 ), a remark corroborating earlier study by González-Lezana et al. 37 Therefore, it is very important to choose the proper asymptotic distance between the reactants for the dynamical studies at low temperatures particularly when the collisional energy is small, as minor changes in this parameter can alter the rate coefficient quite significantly. several restrictions, such as: it implicitly assumes that the reactants are all in their ground rotational states. 34 In practice, Langevin value is never reached since the collision complex also decays back to the reactant channel. 30 McCarroll modified the Langevin approach by introducing statistical mixing model using an isotropic long-range potential. 34 Imposing the nuclear symmetry constraints, McCarroll found that the rate coefficients of both normal and para-H 2 converge to ∼2.1×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 at 10 K, which marginally increases with the temperature till 100 K. Rate coefficient of ortho-H 2 is rather small (∼0.6×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ) at 10 K and can be considered to be independent of temperature. Since there is a limited number of experimental measurements of the rate coefficients within the low temperature regime, we make a simple comparison with the FA measurements of Fehsenfeld et al. 23 At 80 K, the FA measurement reports the value of rate coefficient larger than 0.7×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . Although the precise FA value is rather uncertain, one may assume that it is much smaller than both k RPMD and k QCT values at 75 K. The FA rate coefficients within the temperature range of 200 − 278 K remain constant at 1.0×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 with error bars of +0.5/−0.25×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 . The FA measurements are apparently also in contradiction to those obtained with SIFT 20 apparatus. For e. g., the rate coefficients obtained by SIFT analysis cited to fall within (1.7 − 2.2)×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 for the temperature range of 205 K to 295 K. Therefore, we argue that new experimental measurements are required to track the range in which rate coefficients are to be expected. This will then elucidate whether the present or previous theoretical estimates of the rate coefficients as well as the PES employed in these studies are valid and correct.
Conclusions
In this work, we have calculated the thermal rate coefficients of the D + + H 2 reaction within the temperature range of 20 − 100 K by the ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) and quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) methods. The calculations have been performed on the ground state (X 1 A ′ ) of the system, using the analytical potential energy surface developed by Aguado et al. 42 Since the entrance channel of this reactions is virtually barrierless and the reaction evolves through the formation of a long-lived intermediate complex, 34 it poses an interesting dynamical problem as such an active recrossing in dynamical simulations is expected. The RPMD method, which automatically includes the recrossing effects, shows the importance of recognizing this factor in the rate coefficient evaluation as it notably changes its final value. Both RPMD and QCT rate coefficients are in good agreement with earlier the TIQM and SQM studies. 37 They fall within the range of 1.34 − 2.01×10 −9 cm 3 s −1 and exhibit very low temperature dependence slightly decreasing when the temperature is decreased.
In addition, we find that the parameter which is responsible for the asymptotic distance between the reactants (R ∞ ) in the RPMD computational procedure has a huge influence on the resulting value of the rate coefficient, particularly at very low temperatures (20 − 50 K). For instance, at 20 K, there is a 40% increase in the rate coefficient value when the asymptotic distance has been increased from 12 Å to 30 Å. As a result, the reaction rate becomes almost invariant under the change in temperature within the studied regime. Therefore, this parameter must be correctly defined for the dynamical studies of the ion-molecule reactions at the low temperature, as they tend to have a deep potential well. This is due to the significant contribution of the long-range interaction part of the underlying PES at the low temperatures, which is not frequently encountered in the ambient-temperature regime of chemical reactivity.
In conclusion, in the present study, we have corroborated the efficient and rigorous nature of the RPMD method for determining low temperature thermal rate coefficients for chemical reactions of astrochemical importance. We also hope that this work will stimulate future experimental measurements of the rate coefficients for the title reaction at low temperatures due to the fact that there is a lack of experimental data below 100 K.
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